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Best buy laptops deals for students

Schools and universities are opening again, and soon you will need a good laptop to work and submit your assignments. So we've picked the best student laptops for you, from cheap options to mobile power plants. We rounded up the best laptop deals for studentsCredit: Getty This article and featured products were independently selected by Sun
journalists. It contains links that are ads, and if you click on the link and buy the product we will earn revenue. Best live tablet deals (AD) Check out Amazon laptop deals here Asus VivoBook Asus VivoBook, £199.99 from Amazon - buy here Microsoft Surface Go 2 Microsoft Surface Go 2, £399 from Amazon - buy here Acer Chromebook 15 Acer
Chromebook 15, £279.99 from Argos - buy here Apple Macbook Air (2020) Apple Macbook Air (2020), £999 from Apple - buy here HP Pavilion x360 HP Pavilion x360, £899 from Amazon - buy here What is the best Asus laptop for students? Features: 14 inches, 1366 x 768 pixel display, IAMD E2-7015 processor, 4 GB RAM, 64 GB eMMC. OS: Windows 10
S Asus VivoBook, £199.99 from Amazon - buy here a solid, entry-level option, ASUS VivoBook comes with a one-year Microsoft 365 subscription. This means you'll be able to use programs like Office, Excel, and PowerPoint without having to pay extra. Like many laptops in this price range, ASUS VivoBook comes with Windows 10 S, a lighter version of
Microsoft's operating system designed for hybrid devices. Its 14-inch, 1,366 x 768-pixel display is large enough not to light your eyes as you type, but you might want something higher-resolution if you spend hours in front of your laptop screen. Still, under £200, this laptop is one of the cheapest you can get for basic office and home use. What is the best
surface laptop for students? Features: 10 inches, FHD 1920 x 1280 pixel display, Intel Pentium Gold Processor 4425Y, 4 GB RAM, 64 GB eMMC. OS: Windows 10 S Microsoft Surface Go 2, £399 from Amazon - buy here Microsoft has released a range of Surface devices in the last few years and the latest have really defined a new generation of
laptop/tablet hybrids. Available from May 2020, the Surface Go 2 offers a more powerful processor than the original, along with a larger screen and better battery life. With a 10-inch display, this Surface is the smallest device on this list, but it's also the lightest. The Surface Go 2 comes in a variety of configurations, with the base starting at £399 and containing
4GB of RAM and 64GB of eMMC storage. With an Intel Pentium Gold processor, this Tablet PC can do most basic tasks without any problems. As with other Surface products, you'll need to purchase accessories (including keyboards) separately. What is the best Acer laptop for students? Features: 15 inches, FHD 1920 x 1080 pixel display, AMD A4
processor, 4 GB 64 GB eMMC. Google Google OS. Acer Chromebook 15, £279.99 from Argos - buy here Google Chrome OS has been a popular choice for entry-level laptops for a while now, and the Acer Chromebook 15 is a great example of this. With an AMD A4 processor and 4GB of RAM, this Chromebook is relatively fast and able to easily handle
most typing and browsing tasks. Its 15-inch screen is also the largest on this list, making it a good choice for anyone who needs a bigger screen. Of course, it also means that this Acer Chromebook is not exactly light, weighing 1.8 kg. However, with a 15-inch screen and 10-hour battery life, this laptop is still a very good choice for students. What is the best
Macbook for students? Features: 14 inches, 2560 × 1600 pixel display, i3 processor with Turbo Boost, 8GB RAM, 256GB SSD storage. OS: macOS. Apple Macbook Air (2020), £999 from Apple - buy here Sharply intensify both in price and in specifications, the latest iteration of apple macbook air is an option that many students of design and art will
consider. The 2020 version of this Macbook has an improved keyboard and faster processors for a very powerful overall experience. The basic version costs £999 and includes a 1.1GHz dual-core Core i3 processor, 8GB of RAM and 256GB of storage. However, if you can increase your budget a bit, you'd probably be better off spending £100 more to get
the upgraded Core i5 1.1GHz quad-core model. Needless to say, the 2560 × 1600 pixels Retina Display is simply beautiful, and will make your study hours less tedious. What is hp's best laptop for students? Features: 14 inches, FHD 1920 x 1080 Pixels Display, Intel i5 Processor, 8GB RAM, 256GB SSD storage. OS: Windows 10 Home. HP Pavilion x360,
£899 from Amazon - buy here In order to provide a real desktop-like experience, the HP Pavilion x360 comes with Windows 10 Home (instead of Windows 10 S). Of course, the main feature of this laptop is that its screen can be flipped on its magnetic hinges to lay flat on the surface or closed with a keyboard on the outside for a tablet-like experience.
Pavilion x360 offers several ports, including two USB 3.0 ports, a headphone jack, a security lock slot, an HDMI port, one USB Type-C port, and an SD card slot. The display of this laptop has a good resolution for a 14-inch device. Unfortunately, its colors are a bit boring, so if you're looking for a laptop for graphic work, you might want to consider something
else. Yet when it comes to outlining performance, an Intel i5 processor paired with 8GB of RAM shows no signs of slowing down, even if it does several tasks at once. These are the best Christmas sweaters for women to buy nowThe best thermal gloves for men 2020: winter, ski and touch glovesThe best broadband providers in the UKMay get the 7 best
hoverboards that you can buy in 2020Best beer dispensers in 202016 best board that you can play with your children children the best student laptop on the market? Check out Sun Picks to learn more hot deals on the best products. Are you interested in tech? Keep up with the latest technology offerings on our Sun Selects Technology page. Looking for a
tablet? Here's our pick of the best ones you can get right now. This article and all recommended products have been independently selected by The Sun journalists. All recommendations in the article are informed by an expert editorial opinion. If you click on the link and buy the product we can earn income: it helps to support The Sun, and in no way affects
our recommendations. With 2020 holiday sales now in full swing, this is easily the best time of year to buy expensive things like computers. Best Buy always has an abundance of laptops on tap (even outside the big annual shopping season), and now is a particularly good chance to find Macbook deals, Chromebook deals, gaming laptop deals and more at
the best prices you'll see all year round – you'd better act fast if you want your stuff to arrive before Santa does, however. To give you a head start, we rounded up the top six Best Buy laptop deals here: Today's Best Buy laptop deals on lenovo ideapad 3 Touchscreen Laptop – $450, was $600 Microsoft Surface Pro 7 with Keyboard Type Cover Keyboard -
$599, was $959 Lenovo Yoga 7i 2-in-1 Laptop - $650, was $900 Acer Nitro 5 GeForce GTX 1650 Ti Gaming Laptop - $700, was $800 Apple MacBook Air (2020) - $750 was a $950 MSI GF65 GeForce RTX 2060 Gaming Laptop - $1,000, was $1,200 Lenovo IdeaPad 3 Touchscreen Laptop - $450, was $600 Chromebooks and 2-in-1 laptops are a hot thing
nowadays, but if you want is a classic Windows PC with no unnecessary bells and whistles, then in 2020 there are some very good cheap laptops to choose from that are still packing the latest hardware. One example is the excellent Lenovo IdeaPad 3, which offers excellent performance for a laptop under $400 (many of which run on rather Spartan mobile
hardware). It comes with an Intel Core i3 10th-gen processor, full 8GB of RAM and a 256GB ssd drive – in other words, pretty much the perfect specs for work and general use. That the 15.6 inch HD display is also a touchscreen (ok so that's one bell and whistle) is the icing on the cake. The $150 discount knocks this Best Buy laptop deal up to a super-
cheap $450. Microsoft Surface Pro 7 with Type Cover keyboard - $599, microsoft's Surface Pro range was $959, offering some great tablets with features like a laptop when paired with a type of cover, but one of our persistent complaints is that they are not standard with the keyboard. This nifty package addresses that little gripe of ours: It gives you a Surface
Pro 7 with a Core i3 processor, 4GB of memory, and 128GB of ssd-state storage, which is more than enough muscle to work with, general daily use. Ale Ale really sells this package included type cover keyboard and the fact that the gorgeous 12.3-inch pixelsense touchscreen boasts a productivity-friendly 3:2 aspect ratio that leaves you wondering why 16:9
ever became standard. These Best Buy laptop deals allow you to score a Surface Pro 7 Type Cover package for $599 after a $360 discount knocks it comfortably below the $1,000 threshold. If you need stronger hardware, the Core i5 model with 8GB ram and 256GB SSD is also on sale for $899, saving you $430. Lenovo Yoga 7i 2-in-1 Laptop - $ 650, was
$ 900 Although 2-in-1 laptops are quickly becoming the new standard (touch screens are already ubiquitous in today's mobile world), many laptops with this design can be quite expensive. Enter Lenovo Yoga 7i: Combines an Intel Core i5 11th-gen processor with enhanced 12GB of RAM and a 512GB SSD - great specs for a working laptop - with great all-day
battery life, a 14-inch 1080p touchscreen and the sleek modern design we've come to expect from Lenovo's latest offerings. If you like the idea of a 2-in-1, but want something with a more reasonable price tag than some of the $1,000-plus premium models out there, this Best Buy laptop solution allows you to score this convertible for as little as $650 after a
very nice $250 price cut. The Acer Nitro 5 GeForce GTX 1650 Ti Gaming Laptop - $700, was the $800 price difference between gaming desktops and gaming laptops has narrowed a bit in recent years, with brands like Acer, HP, Dell and Asus offering some very portable pCs with dedicated graphics cards. The 17-inch Acer Nitro 5 laptop is one of those
high-value gaming machines: its Intel Core i5 processor, 8GB of RAM and GeForce GTX 1650 Ti GPU provide plenty of combined performance to run today's games at high settings, while its 512GB SSD gives you nice high-speed storage for your games and other programs. This gaming pc also sits on a nice big size with its 17.3-inch 1080p display, which
offers plenty of screen real estate for the joy of your fun while still fitting into a backpack or shoulder bag. This Best Buy laptop solution rings in just $700 ($100 off) – solid value for a GTX-powered gaming PC that you can take on the go. Apple's MacBook Air (2020) - $750, was $950 Luke Larsen/Digital Trends MacBooks usually aren't cheap, but if you're
looking for one of the most affordable ways to get into the MacOS ecosystem (without buying a last generation model that might feel a little long in the tooth today), the MacBook Air 2020 is a great choice. He is packing a 10th-gen Core i3 CPU, 8GB of RAM, and a 256GB SSD along with a 13.3-inch display – one of Apple's excellent Retina displays that still
set the standard for what a laptop screen should be. As the thinnest and lightest MacBook yet, it would also be a great alternative to the surface laptop if you want to ultrabook, but prefer MacOS over Windows. You can grab this Best Buy laptop deal for $750 ($200 off and the lowest price we've ever seen), which is by far the cheapest entry point to the
MacBook family. If you want some upgraded specs, then the Core i5 model with 512GB SSD can be yours for $1,050.MSI GF65 GeForce RTX 2060 Gaming Laptop – $1,000, was $1,200 Most people know MSI for their muscular gaming computers and this brand has some very impressive laptop offerings under the umbrella. The MSI GF65 gaming laptop
has excellent specs for the PC at this price point: It has an Intel Core i7 processor, 8GB of RAM, a muscular 512GB SSD, and an Nvidia GeForce RTX 2060 graphics card that is the entry point for a top-notch GPU. These specifications provide more than enough muscle for everyday work, general use and running the latest games at high settings. As a
proper modern laptop, it has a suitably understated design (no gaudy angles or rainbow LEDs here), but its 15.6-inch 1080p display is a great size for productivity and entertainment with a vibrant and color-accurate IPS panel. A nice $200 discount means you can pick up this Best Buy laptop deal for as little as $1,000 now, pushing it right to our budget mark.
Are all the Best Buy laptop deals worth it? As with any retailer, not every discount you find in Best Buy is necessarily worth it. When shopping for many Best Buy laptop deals that are available at any given time, you'll want to do due diligence and cross-reference with other websites to make sure the advertised sale price is actually a good deal. Once you're
on a budget, don't just jump on the first discounted model that hits your price target and meets your hardware needs – there may be a better option hidden among the other best buy laptop offerings you've missed. That said, there are plenty of gems if you know what to look for, and you can be sure that any of our tips will be worth it. We'll also feature any of
our favorite laptops when they're on sale, so you know you're getting one of the best PCs along with a fixed solution. Looking for more great things? Find technical discounts and much more on our curators page. We try to help our readers find the best deals on quality products and services, and we choose what we cover carefully and independently. The
prices, details and availability of products and stores in this post are subject to change at any time. Make sure they are still in effect before making a purchase. Digital trends can earn a commission for products purchased through our links, which supports the work we do for our readers. Editor's recommendations
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